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By John DeFrancis

Yale University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 720 pages. Dimensions: 9.6in. x
7.5in. x 1.6in.A sequel to Beginning Chinese Reader and Intermediate Chinese Reader, this text, the
eleventh in a series produced under the auspices of Seton Hall University, is closely correlated with
the authors Advanced Chinese and Character Text for Advanced Chinese. It contains 400 new
characters, some 3, 000 compounds, and about 20, 000 characters of running text. All compounds
appear in illustrative sentences and in narrative or expository materials, including adaptations of
articles and stories by Chinese authors. Supplementary lessons present reading material using the
simplified characters adopted in mainland China. A stroke-order chart is provided for characters
that students might find difficult to write. In addition to a pinyin index, there are three summary
charts in which the characters are arranged by lesson, by number of strokes, and by radical. A
fourth chart contrasts regular and simplified characters; a fifth chart shows the differences between
two typefaces; and a sixth chart presents variant forms of the same character. This series has been
supported by contract with the United States Office of Education. Mr. DeFrancis is professor of
Chinese at the University of Hawaii. This item...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be worth purchasing. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca ssa ndr a  V on-- Ca ssa ndr a  V on

It in just one of my personal favorite book. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this published e publication. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Isa a c O lson-- Isa a c O lson
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